The major factors affecting the popularization of electric vehicles (EV) are the limited travel range and the lack of charging infrastructure. Therefore, to further promote the penetration of EVs, it is of great importance to plan and construct more fast charging stations rationally. In this study, first we establish a travel pattern model based on the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS). Then, with the traveling data of EVs, we build a bi-level planning model of charging stations. For the upper model, with an aim to maximize the travel success ratio, we consider the influence of the placement of charging stations on the user's travel route. We adopt a hybrid method based on queuing theory and the greedy algorithm to determine the capacity of charging stations, and we utilize the total social cost and satisfaction index as two indicators to evaluate the optimal solutions obtained from the upper model. Additionally, the impact of the increase of EV ownership and slow charger coverage in the public parking lot on the fast charging demands and travel pattern of EV users are also studied. The example verifies the feasibility of the proposed method.
Introduction
The transportation sector constitutes a primary source of greenhouse gas emission and energy consumption. In the United States, the transportation sector is responsible for 30% of the CO 2 emission [1] and one third of the energy consumption [2] . The energy shortage, coupled with the problem of environmental pollution, has brought worldwide attention to electric vehicles (EVs) which brings great environmental and social benefits with zero tailpipe emissions and a lower level of noise pollution. Many countries have already formulated relevant policies to encourage research into EVs and promote their use [3, 4] . For example, countries like France, the Netherlands, and Germany have announced plans to ban the sale of fuel vehicles. Nie et al. [5] proposed a modeling framework to optimize the design of incentive policies. Kontou et al. [6] proposed a framework for minimizing the social cost of replacing gas-powered vehicles with battery electric vehicles (BEVs). Additionally, the result shows that it takes 6-12 years for 80% of conventional vehicles to be replaced with EVs. However, the proportion of EVs in all cars still remains low and the major factors that influence the popularization of EVs are the limited travel range and the lack of charging infrastructure. Surveys show that the majority of customers would expect 300 miles of travel range [7] while, for the system density of stations without any prior knowledge of the arrival rate at each station, which will effectively reduce congestion at charging stations and avoid an unreasonable allocation of resources. This paper centers on planning fast charging stations in urban areas. Its primary purpose of the charging infrastructure is to fulfill the need of EV users, and the subsequent purpose is to minimize the total social cost against a background of low EV penetration nowadays. Therefore, we propose a multi-objective bi-level planning model, consisting of upper and lower models. The upper model addresses the siting problem to maximize the travel success ratio, and the lower model assesses possible plans to obtain the optimal plan based on the satisfaction index and total social cost. The main contributions of this paper are:
In this study, we consider the coupling relationship between EV users' travel routes and the location of charging stations. The shortest path would be the best choice, however, when it could cannot meet the traveling demand, we search other routes passing the fast charging stations within a certain deviation so as to analyze the trip feasibility. -In order to simulate the process of users heading for charging stations to charge, we accord priority consideration to charging when the state of charge (SOC) is less than the range anxiety threshold, and then to charge on relatively sufficient battery. Following this method, we obtain the number of EVs charged at each station, which enables us to achieve a more reliable and practical sizing result. -Based on the charging times and deviation, we propose the concept of the satisfaction index. The satisfaction index can reflect the convenience that the location of the charging stations would bring to the users. -In this research, we combine slow charging in the public parking lot and fast charging in the fast charging station, and research the impact of the increase of EV ownership and coverage of slow chargers on the fast charging demand and the travel success ratio.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a model for uncertain travel patterns of EVs. Section 3 presents the impact of the location of fast charging stations on the travel route, analyzes the feasibility of the travel route and simulates the process of users heading for the stations to recharge. Section 4 proposes the upper model based on the travel success ratio for the siting of charging stations. Section 5 proposes the lower model based on satisfaction index and the total social cost for the optimal planning scheme. Section 6 focuses on the trip feasibility considering slow charging at the destinations. The test case is shown in Sections 7 and 8 presents the conclusions and future work. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed method to determine the optimal plan of charging stations and additional research on slow charging.
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This paper centers on planning fast charging stations in urban areas. Its primary purpose of the charging infrastructure is to fulfill the need of EV users, and the subsequent purpose is to minimize the total social cost against a background of low EV penetration nowadays. Therefore, we propose a multi-objective bi-level planning model, consisting of upper and lower models. The upper model addresses the siting problem to maximize the travel success ratio, and the lower model assesses possible plans to obtain the optimal plan based on the satisfaction index and total social cost. The main contributions of this paper are:
-In this study, we consider the coupling relationship between EV users' travel routes and the location of charging stations. The shortest path would be the best choice, however, when it could cannot meet the traveling demand, we search other routes passing the fast charging stations within a certain deviation so as to analyze the trip feasibility. -In order to simulate the process of users heading for charging stations to charge, we accord priority consideration to charging when the state of charge (SOC) is less than the range anxiety threshold, and then to charge on relatively sufficient battery. Following this method, we obtain the number of EVs charged at each station, which enables us to achieve a more reliable and practical sizing result. -Based on the charging times and deviation, we propose the concept of the satisfaction index. The satisfaction index can reflect the convenience that the location of the charging stations would bring to the users. -In this research, we combine slow charging in the public parking lot and fast charging in the fast charging station, and research the impact of the increase of EV ownership and coverage of slow chargers on the fast charging demand and the travel success ratio.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents a model for uncertain travel patterns of EVs. Section 3 presents the impact of the location of fast charging stations on the travel route, analyzes the feasibility of the travel route and simulates the process of users heading for the stations to recharge. Section 4 proposes the upper model based on the travel success ratio for the siting of charging stations. Section 5 proposes the lower model based on satisfaction index and the total social cost for the optimal planning scheme. Section 6 focuses on the trip feasibility considering slow charging at the destinations. The test case is shown in Sections 7 and 8 presents the conclusions and future work. Figure 1 shows a block diagram of the proposed method to determine the optimal plan of charging stations and additional research on slow charging. 
Uncertainty Modeling of Travel Pattern
'Trip chain' refers to the series of trips made by individuals for one or more purposes. Based on the number of daily trips and destinations, along with the daily travel distance as a constraint, we 
'Trip chain' refers to the series of trips made by individuals for one or more purposes. Based on the number of daily trips and destinations, along with the daily travel distance as a constraint, we use a closed-loop trip chain that originates and ends at the home to model the EV travel pattern, avoiding fixing the charging demand to a point, in order to reflect the mobility of EVs. Figure 2 is a closed-loop trip chain with i purposes where the dashed lines indicate the driving process. Research has shown that the EVs do not affect EV users' lifestyle [38] . Therefore, in this study, we assume that EVs have a similar driving pattern as conventional vehicles.
Daily Trips
This paper is concerned with the private vehicle and we assume that an EV user would charge the vehicle at home the night before their trip and depart on a full battery. From the statistics of the 2009 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) [39] , we obtain the probability distribution of daily trips per vehicle, as is shown in Figure 3 . We denote daily trips as nt, and the number of destinations is nt − 1. Based on the probability distribution of daily trips, we use the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to obtain the number of daily trips per vehicle. 
Destination of Trip
The purposes of the trips are mainly classified into five categories in the relevant research: home (H), work (W), shopping and eating (SE), social and recreational (SR), and other family/personal errands (O). Among them, SE, SR, and O often overlap in the commercial area. Therefore, following the method proposed in [10, 40, 41] , we classify the study area into the residential area (H), industrial area (W), and commercial area (SE/SR/O).
The determination of destinations is to be seen as a Markov decision process [42] . The process of EV users traveling from the current location to the next destination is regarded as a state transition process. Each state transition process is only related to the state of the previous moment, but not of the past moments. The proportion of tour types is shown in Table 1 [39] . We turned the data into a matrix format and the spatial state transition probability matrix of users in different areas is shown in Equation (1) where the rows of the matrix correspond to the types of start points with H, SE/SR/O, and W from top to bottom, and the columns of the matrix correspond to the types of end points with H, SE/SR/O, W from left to right. The type of start point decides the corresponding row in the matrix and the type of destination can be obtained based on the probability in the row by utilizing MCS: Research has shown that the EVs do not affect EV users' lifestyle [38] . Therefore, in this study, we assume that EVs have a similar driving pattern as conventional vehicles.
Daily Trips
This paper is concerned with the private vehicle and we assume that an EV user would charge the vehicle at home the night before their trip and depart on a full battery. From the statistics of the 2009 National Household Travel Survey (NHTS) [39] , we obtain the probability distribution of daily trips per vehicle, as is shown in Figure 3 . We denote daily trips as n t , and the number of destinations is n t − 1. Based on the probability distribution of daily trips, we use the Monte Carlo simulation (MCS) to obtain the number of daily trips per vehicle. Research has shown that the EVs do not affect EV users' lifestyle [38] . Therefore, in this study, we assume that EVs have a similar driving pattern as conventional vehicles.
Destination of Trip
The determination of destinations is to be seen as a Markov decision process [42] . The process of EV users traveling from the current location to the next destination is regarded as a state transition process. Each state transition process is only related to the state of the previous moment, but not of the past moments. The proportion of tour types is shown in Table 1 [39] . We turned the data into a matrix format and the spatial state transition probability matrix of users in different areas is shown in Equation (1) where the rows of the matrix correspond to the types of start points with H, SE/SR/O, and W from top to bottom, and the columns of the matrix correspond to the types of end points with H, SE/SR/O, W from left to right. The type of start point decides the corresponding row in the matrix and the type of destination can be obtained based on the probability in the row by utilizing MCS: 43 Figure 3. The probability of daily trips per vehicle.
The determination of destinations is to be seen as a Markov decision process [42] . The process of EV users traveling from the current location to the next destination is regarded as a state transition process. Each state transition process is only related to the state of the previous moment, but not of the past moments. The proportion of tour types is shown in Table 1 [39] . We turned the data into a matrix format and the spatial state transition probability matrix of users in different areas is shown in 
Travel Distance
The daily mileage is used as a constraint in the determination of the destination. Based on the statistics obtained from 2009 NHTS, the daily mileage follows the lognormal distribution [10] as:
where x denotes the daily driving distance, µ 1 and σ 1 represents the expected value and standard deviation of the lognormal probability density function, respectively, and µ 1 = 3.2, σ 1 = 0.88. Restricted by the daily travel distance, we apply MCS based on the daily trips and destination probability and obtain a closed-loop trip chain which originates and ends at home. The flowchart of the travel pattern model is shown in Figure 4 . 
where x denotes the daily driving distance, μ1 and σ1 represents the expected value and standard deviation of the lognormal probability density function, respectively, and μ1 = 3.2, σ1 = 0.88. Restricted by the daily travel distance, we apply MCS based on the daily trips and destination probability and obtain a closed-loop trip chain which originates and ends at home. The flowchart of the travel pattern model is shown in Figure 4 . 
Coupling Relationship between Charging Stations and Travel Route
The proposed method in this paper is solved in the upper model at first to obtain a set of optimal siting solutions. In the upper model, an intelligent algorithm is utilized in which the locations of charging stations are given randomly at first. Then we analyze the feasibility of users' trips to obtain the trip success ratio under each certain siting solution which influences the optimization of the 
The proposed method in this paper is solved in the upper model at first to obtain a set of optimal siting solutions. In the upper model, an intelligent algorithm is utilized in which the locations of charging stations are given randomly at first. Then we analyze the feasibility of users' trips to obtain the trip success ratio under each certain siting solution which influences the optimization of the intelligent algorithm. As an important part of the proposed method, the feasibility analysis considering the coupling relationship between charging stations and the travel route is presented in this section.
Impact of Charging Stations on Travel Route
We assume that when the daily driving distance exceeds the EV maximum travel range along with a need of fast charging, the location of the charging stations will influence the EV user's travel route. Therefore, the principle of the shortest distance or the shortest travel time may not work in simulating the travel route.
A five-node traffic network is in Figure 5 where the number indicates the distance. The red nodes b, d, and e indicate the location of fast charging stations. We assume that there is a closed-loop trip chain which has two destinations in the traffic network with the starting point O (node a) and two destinations D 1 and D 2 (nodes b and d). Through Dijkstra's algorithm, the shortest path of the trip chain is a-b-d-e-a with a distance of 31. We assume that the EV maximum travel range is 13 which could not sustain b-d. In order to complete the trip, the user needs to charge at nodes b and e to reach D 2 before getting back to a. In this case, the travel route would be a-b-e-d-e-a with a distance of 33. Fast charging demands occur at node b and node e. We find that the distribution of charging stations would affect the user' travel route. When the shortest path cannot satisfy the travel demand, the user will look for other paths. When an EV user passes by a charging station, the necessity of charge is also considered in this paper. As an important part of the proposed method, the feasibility analysis considering the coupling relationship between charging stations and the travel route is presented in this section.
A five-node traffic network is in Figure 5 where the number indicates the distance. The red nodes b, d, and e indicate the location of fast charging stations. We assume that there is a closed-loop trip chain which has two destinations in the traffic network with the starting point O (node a) and two destinations D1 and D2 (nodes b and d). Through Dijkstra's algorithm, the shortest path of the trip chain is a-b-d-e-a with a distance of 31. We assume that the EV maximum travel range is 13 which could not sustain b-d. In order to complete the trip, the user needs to charge at nodes b and e to reach D2 before getting back to a. In this case, the travel route would be a-b-e-d-e-a with a distance of 33. Fast charging demands occur at node b and node e. We find that the distribution of charging stations would affect the user' travel route. When the shortest path cannot satisfy the travel demand, the user will look for other paths. When an EV user passes by a charging station, the necessity of charge is also considered in this paper. 
Potential Trip Chains Considering the Location of Charging Stations
The user will not opt for EV for a certain journey if she/he needs to charge the vehicle many times during the journey. Therefore, we believe that for each route in the trip chain, up to one charge is acceptable, otherwise the trip is deemed a failure. Assuming that the starting and ending points of a certain trip are Di and Di+1 and the shortest distance obtained via Dijkstra's algorithm is di,i+1. With Di and Di+1 as the starting and ending points, the potential route passing the charging station Ck comprises of the shortest path from Di to Ck and from Ck to Di+1, and the distances are di,k and dk,i+1, respectively. In this case, the deviation to the shortest path dv is expressed as Equation (3). The definition of the deviation constraint is shown in Equation (4) . If the deviation constraint is not satisfied, the route is excluded:
where λ represents deviation coefficient, R is the maximum travel range of EVs and λR is the maximum deviation.
In a trip chain, we could have several potential routes for each journey among which one is the shortest route and the others are the shortest routes passing a certain charging station. In Figure 6 , 
The user will not opt for EV for a certain journey if she/he needs to charge the vehicle many times during the journey. Therefore, we believe that for each route in the trip chain, up to one charge is acceptable, otherwise the trip is deemed a failure. Assuming that the starting and ending points of a certain trip are D i and D i+1 and the shortest distance obtained via Dijkstra's algorithm is d i,i+1 . With D i and D i+1 as the starting and ending points, the potential route passing the charging station C k comprises of the shortest path from D i to C k and from C k to D i+1 , and the distances are d i,k and d k,i+1 , respectively. In this case, the deviation to the shortest path d v is expressed as Equation (3). The definition of the deviation constraint is shown in Equation (4) . If the deviation constraint is not satisfied, the route is excluded:
In a trip chain, we could have several potential routes for each journey among which one is the shortest route and the others are the shortest routes passing a certain charging station. In Figure 6 , we find a journey with four potential routes. One is the shortest path, and the other three are routes passing the charging stations C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 , respectively, where the dashed lines indicate the process of driving. The number of possible routes for the m-th journey is recorded as nm, therefore, the total number of the potential trip chains can be obtained via Equation (5), where nt is daily trips. Then, we judge the feasibility of each potential trip chain; if the trip is a success, the process will terminate, otherwise, it will continue with the next trip chain until all are analyzed:
Feasibility Analysis of Trip Chains
OD is a potential trip chain with a distance of d and R is the maximum travel range of EVs. It can be divided into two possible scenarios:
1. When d ≤ R which indicates that the traveling distance is smaller than the maximum travel range of EVs, charging is not necessary, thus the trip is a success; and 2. When d > R which indicates that the traveling distance exceeds the maximum travel range of EVs, charging is necessary and we need to the judge whether the trip is a success and analyze which charging station(s) the user needs to charge at.
Here we analyze Scenario 2 while considering the range anxiety problem. When the SOC is lower than 20%, the user will be imperative to charge. It is assumed that a linear relationship exists between the maximum travel range and SOC [43, 44] . The mileage when anxiety begins is set as R' which could be calculated via Equation (6):
We obtain Di, which satisfies the condition i OD d R > , which means that when the EV cannot reach Di within its travel range, it shall be charged during the range of ODi. The principle of simulating the process of users heading for charging stations to charge is as follows:
1. If there is no charging station found in the range of (0,R), the user cannot reach the next destination. The trip chain is deemed a failure. 2. If there are any charging stations found in the range of (R',R), we will opt for the charging station closer to the start point. As the battery runs at a lower level, the user will become anxious and choose to charge immediately. 3. If there are any charging stations found in the range of (0,R'), we will choose the charging station The number of possible routes for the m-th journey is recorded as nm, therefore, the total number of the potential trip chains can be obtained via Equation (5), where nt is daily trips. Then, we judge the feasibility of each potential trip chain; if the trip is a success, the process will terminate, otherwise, it will continue with the next trip chain until all are analyzed:
1. If there is no charging station found in the range of (0,R), the user cannot reach the next destination. The trip chain is deemed a failure. 2. If there are any charging stations found in the range of (R',R), we will opt for the charging station closer to the start point. As the battery runs at a lower level, the user will become anxious and choose to charge immediately. The number of possible routes for the m-th journey is recorded as n m , therefore, the total number of the potential trip chains can be obtained via Equation (5), where n t is daily trips. Then, we judge the feasibility of each potential trip chain; if the trip is a success, the process will terminate, otherwise, it will continue with the next trip chain until all are analyzed:
When d ≤ R which indicates that the traveling distance is smaller than the maximum travel range of EVs, charging is not necessary, thus the trip is a success; and 2.
When d > R which indicates that the traveling distance exceeds the maximum travel range of EVs, charging is necessary and we need to the judge whether the trip is a success and analyze which charging station(s) the user needs to charge at.
We obtain D i , which satisfies the condition d OD i > R, which means that when the EV cannot reach D i within its travel range, it shall be charged during the range of OD i . The principle of simulating the process of users heading for charging stations to charge is as follows:
If there is no charging station found in the range of (0,R), the user cannot reach the next destination. The trip chain is deemed a failure.
2.
If there are any charging stations found in the range of (R',R), we will opt for the charging station closer to the start point. As the battery runs at a lower level, the user will become anxious and choose to charge immediately. 3.
If there are any charging stations found in the range of (0,R'), we will choose the charging station farthest from the starting point. As the vehicle could still provide sufficient power, the charging demand is not that urgent. The time cost in the charging station would be lower for the user and she/he could charge more if she/he charges at a low-power state, thus, leading to a higher probability of a successful trip.
We assume that the user has successfully charged at charging station C k within the range of OD i , then charging station C k is set as the start point O' and we continue to judge the feasibility of the remaining route; if that trip chain fails, we continue with the next one until all are judged. If all the potential trip chains cannot meet the demand of the journey, the journey is deemed as a failure, which indicates that the siting of the charging stations cannot satisfy the demand of the EV user. Figure 8 shows a closed-loop trip chain with two destinations. In this study, we convert the set of tortuous routes in the urban traffic network into straight ones for analysis. In the figure, the black dot represents the destination while the red dot indicates the charging station. The solid arc is the distance boundary corresponding to R with O/O' as the starting point, and the dotted arc is the distance boundary corresponding to R' with O/O' as the starting point. demand is not that urgent. The time cost in the charging station would be lower for the user and she/he could charge more if she/he charges at a low-power state, thus, leading to a higher probability of a successful trip.
We assume that the user has successfully charged at charging station Ck within the range of ODi, then charging station Ck is set as the start point O' and we continue to judge the feasibility of the remaining route; if that trip chain fails, we continue with the next one until all are judged. If all the potential trip chains cannot meet the demand of the journey, the journey is deemed as a failure, which indicates that the siting of the charging stations cannot satisfy the demand of the EV user. Figure 8 shows a closed-loop trip chain with two destinations. In this study, we convert the set of tortuous routes in the urban traffic network into straight ones for analysis. In the figure, the black dot represents the destination while the red dot indicates the charging station. The solid arc is the distance boundary corresponding to R with O/O' as the starting point, and the dotted arc is the distance boundary corresponding to R' with O/O' as the starting point. Figure 8b . Repeat the procedures and we find that another fast charging is needed in O'D3(C2D3). Following the simulating principle, the user will charge at C4, thus, turning C4 into a new starting point O' as is shown in Figure  8c . At this moment, with
< , the trip chain is deemed a success.
Upper Model Based on the Travel Success Ratio

Model Formulation
The upper planning model aims at maximizing the travel success ratio tsr. Considering that the planning problem does not have a high demand on the computing time, each potential trip chain will be analyzed by applying the method in Section 3.2. The binary decision variable yqj is defined as the success or failure of user j; 1 for success, and 0 for failure. We consider that charging too many times will affect the travel experience. With nc as the number of fast charging times and ncmax as the As shown in Figure 8a , we search for the node which satisfies the condition d OD m > R and find node D 2 , which means that the user needs fast charging in the range of OD 2 . Then we search for a charging station and find R ≤ d OC 2 ≤ R, which indicates that the user should charge the vehicle at the charging station C 2 . Thus, C 2 is set as the new starting point O' as shown in Figure 8b . Repeat the procedures and we find that another fast charging is needed in O'D 3 (C 2 D 3 ). Following the simulating principle, the user will charge at C 4 , thus, turning C 4 into a new starting point O' as is shown in Figure 8c . At this moment, with d O D 3 (C 4 D 3 ) < R, the trip chain is deemed a success.
Upper Model Based on the Travel Success Ratio
Model Formulation
The upper planning model aims at maximizing the travel success ratio tsr. Considering that the planning problem does not have a high demand on the computing time, each potential trip chain will be analyzed by applying the method in Section 3.2. The binary decision variable y qj is defined as the success or failure of user j; 1 for success, and 0 for failure. We consider that charging too many times will affect the travel experience. With n c as the number of fast charging times and n cmax as the maximum charging times, the mathematical expression for the upper model can be formulated as follows:
where n ev denotes the number of users whose travel range exceeds the maximum travel range of EVs. d ii' denotes the shortest distance between the adjacent charging stations. d min refers to the shortest distance between charging stations. x i represents the number of charging stations at node i. For each traffic node, up to one charging station is acceptable.
Solution Method
The discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm is applied to solve the upper model for a set of feasible siting solutions. The maximum travel success ratio for the previous iteration is denoted by tsr' and that for the present iteration is denoted by tsr. For each iteration, if max(tsr) > tsr', restore the optimal solution set, otherwise add the optimal solutions with the tsr' travel success ratio into the optimal solution set. The flowchart of the upper model is shown in Figure 9 .
The discrete particle swarm optimization (DPSO) algorithm is applied to solve the upper model for a set of feasible siting solutions. The maximum travel success ratio for the previous iteration is denoted by tsr' and that for the present iteration is denoted by tsr. For each iteration, if max(tsr) > tsr', restore the optimal solution set, otherwise add the optimal solutions with the tsr' travel success ratio into the optimal solution set. The flowchart of the upper model is shown in Figure 9 . 
Lower Model Based on the Satisfaction Index and Total Social Cost
By solving the upper model based on travel success ratio, we will obtain M groups of optimal solutions with the maximum success ratio, that is to say, the various groups of solutions will all lead to the same maximum success ratio. Therefore, to target the planning scheme, we apply the lower model based on the satisfaction index and total social cost.
In the lower model, based on the M groups of location results, we first determine the optimal paths of EV users and the number of EVs charged at each charging stations. Then, the capacity of the charging stations for each plan can be obtained using the hybrid method based on queuing theory and greedy algorithm. Based on the siting and sizing results, we can obtain the impact of the charging stations on the power grid, and the solutions violating the constraints of the grid will be abandoned. Then we can obtain the total social cost C and satisfaction index r. The two indicators are applied to the evaluation of all the feasible solutions. If a Pareto optimal solution exists, we can use the TOPSIS method to target the optimal planning scheme. The flowchart of the lower model is shown in Figure 10 . Figure 10 . (17) and (18) Calculate C based on Equations (11) and (12) Figure 10 . The flowchart of the lower model.
Determination of the Optimal Path
Taking into account the speed of solving the upper model, we cease the judgment when there is a feasible trip chain that meets the user's travel requirements. We assume that users can find the optimal routes and the optimal charging strategies that benefit them the most. In order to determine the charging times, the deviation, and the number of EVs served at each charging station for the sizing of the fast charging stations, it is necessary to further determine the optimal path for the user.
Based on the location results of the upper model, we apply the method described in Section 3 to all the feasible trip chains for the individual user, obtaining the charging times nc and the deviation dv. The route that achieves the fewest charging times and the shortest deviation is deemed as the optimal path.
Sizing Model Based on the Hybrid Method
A hybrid method based on queuing theory and the greedy algorithm is employed to determine the capacity of the charging stations. After determining the optimal path, we can obtain specific data about the mileage that has been traveled when she/he arrives at a charging station to recharge. The congestion can be reflected by the system density ρi by utilizing queuing theory. A greedy algorithm is used to allocate a certain number of chargers at each station based on the relative system density of stations without a prior knowledge of the arrival rate of each station. Therefore, as is shown in Equation (12) , the linear function related to the number of EVs nev,i served at the charging station i is adopted to describe the arrival rate λi of the charging station i. When it comes to the calculation of the capacity, nev,i could be used to replace λi which would reflect the system density of each charging station correctly: 
Determination of the Optimal Path
Based on the location results of the upper model, we apply the method described in Section 3 to all the feasible trip chains for the individual user, obtaining the charging times n c and the deviation d v . The route that achieves the fewest charging times and the shortest deviation is deemed as the optimal path.
Sizing Model Based on the Hybrid Method
A hybrid method based on queuing theory and the greedy algorithm is employed to determine the capacity of the charging stations. After determining the optimal path, we can obtain specific data about the mileage that has been traveled when she/he arrives at a charging station to recharge. The congestion can be reflected by the system density ρ i by utilizing queuing theory. A greedy algorithm is used to allocate a certain number of chargers at each station based on the relative system density of stations without a prior knowledge of the arrival rate of each station. Therefore, as is shown in Equation (12), the linear function related to the number of EVs n ev,i served at the charging station i is adopted to describe the arrival rate λ i of the charging station i. When it comes to the calculation of the capacity, n ev,i could be used to replace λ i which would reflect the system density of each charging station correctly:
The service rate µ i of the charging station i can be obtained via Equation (13) . We denote the number of chargers at the charging station i as c i , then the system density ρ i can be calculated by Equation (14):
where t c,i is the average charging time at the charging station i which is related to the SOC of EVs when they arrive at the charging station i and it could be obtained via Equation (15) . t fast is the time required for a full fast charge when the EV runs out of power. d avc,i denotes the average mileage that has been traveled from the previous charging station to the newly-arrived charging station i, which can be obtained via Equation (16) . R is the maximum travel range of EVs. d i,j represents the mileage that has been traveled from the previous charging station to the newly-arrived charging station i. n ev,i is the number of EVs charged at the charging station i.
In the hybrid method, the total number of fast chargers for the planning area C av is fixed and often much greater than the number of chargers needed. The chargers are allocated according to the system density of each charging station, that is, we fix one charger at the charging station with the highest system density until all the chargers are set. The number of charging stations is recorded as p and the flowchart of sizing with the hybrid method is shown in Figure 11 .
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where tc,i is the average charging time at the charging station i which is related to the SOC of EVs when they arrive at the charging station i and it could be obtained via Equation (15) . tfast is the time required for a full fast charge when the EV runs out of power.
, avc i d′ denotes the average mileage that has been traveled from the previous charging station to the newly-arrived charging station i, which can be obtained via Equation (16) . R is the maximum travel range of EVs. , i j d′ represents the mileage that has been traveled from the previous charging station to the newly-arrived charging station i. nev,i is the number of EVs charged at the charging station i.
In the hybrid method, the total number of fast chargers for the planning area Cav is fixed and often much greater than the number of chargers needed. The chargers are allocated according to the system density of each charging station, that is, we fix one charger at the charging station with the highest system density until all the chargers are set. The number of charging stations is recorded as p and the flowchart of sizing with the hybrid method is shown in Figure 11 . Calculate the service rate according to Equations (13), (15) and (16) 
Grid Constraints
Several siting and sizing results can be obtained by employing the above methods while the planning result has to satisfy all the constraints of the power grid simultaneously. All the solutions obtained from the upper model will be checked and the solutions violating the constraints will be abandoned. The constraints include the equality constraints and inequality constraints, the equality constraints refer to power-flow equations and inequality constraints are shown as follows:
To retain grid stability, the allowable voltage limits for each bus are considered as:
where V m is voltage at bus m. V min m and V max m are the minimum and maximum voltage level, respectively. n bus is the number of nodes in the distribution system. The capacity of each charging station should not exceed the maximum allowable capacity for each charging station, as shown below:
where S i is the capacity of charging station i, which is related to the number of chargers. S max i is the maximum allowable capacity of the charging station and p is the number of charging stations.
Additionally, the current in the feeder should not exceed the permitted maximal current limits:
where I mn is the current in the feeder between node m and node n. I mnmax is the maximum allowable current in each feeder.
Satisfaction Index
The satisfaction index is decided by the charging times and the deviation. The mathematical expression is shown as Equation (20) where r j represents the satisfaction index of user j and it could be obtained via Equation (21) . The charging times and the deviation are combined and normalized in Equation (21), and charging times has more influence on the satisfaction index. It is noted that a smaller satisfaction index indicates a better planning scheme:
where d v,j denotes the deviation of the user j and λR is the maximum deviation. n c,j is the charging times of user j and n cmax is the maximum charging times.
Total Social Cost
The total social cost includes the construction and investment cost of charging stations and the waiting cost of users. The construction and investment cost of charging stations is mainly composed of three parts: the fixed investment cost, land rental cost, and the construction cost of the fast chargers; the land rental cost is considered as a five-year rental cost. The waiting cost of users is related to the waiting time in a charging station and time cost per hour. The mathematical expression of the construction and investment cost is shown as Equation (22) [17] and the waiting cost of the users is shown as Equation (23):
where C init,i represents the fixed investment cost for charging station i. We classify the charging stations according to the number of fast chargers for each charging station and the fixed investment cost is greatly depending on the level of the charging station [35] . s denotes the area occupied by a fast charger including the parking area. C lan,i represents the land rental cost for five years, which is related to the type of the area. c i is the number of chargers at the charging station i. P ch is the charger rated power while C con refers to the construction cost of the fast charger. c w,i is the time cost per hour for each user which is related to the location of the charging station i. t c,i is the average charging time at the charging station i. T fy is the days in five years. n ev,i is the number of EVs charged at the charging station i. p is the number of charging stations. The land rental cost in residential areas and industrial areas is lower than the commercial areas, normally, while users only have a few activities to engage in when she/he is waiting for the recharge in these areas and the traffic attracted by the charging station will bring on more problems in residential areas than the others. Accordingly, we consider the construction and investment cost of charging stations and the waiting cost of users at the same time. The time cost in the residential areas is the highest and in commercial areas, it is the lowest. Considering that the total number of fast chargers C av is much greater than the number of chargers needed in the sizing model, we assume that users can recharge immediately at charging stations and the calculation of C 2 is simplified so that the average charging time is assumed as the waiting time. The total social cost C is utilized as an indicator to evaluate the optimal solutions, which equals the sum of the construction and investment costs of the charging stations and the waiting cost of the users.
Feasibility Analysis Considering Slow Charging at Destinations
The increase in slow charger coverage in the public parking lot will effectively reduce the fast charging demand, and the increase in EV ownership will, in turn, boost the fast charging demand. Therefore, in this study, based on the siting result of charging stations, we focus on the impact of the coverage of the slow charger and the growth of EV ownership on the fast charging demand. The time for slow charging of the EVs is subject to the probability density function in Equation (24) [23], and the MCS is applied to generate the slow charging time at each destination.
where ω indicates the power consumption of EV per 100 km. η represents the charging efficiency. P slow is the slow charger rated power. t slow is the slow charging time and µ 3 denotes the expected slow charging time. σ 3 is the standard deviation, µ 3 = 3.5, σ 3 = 0.8. The probability of slow charging at the destination reflects the coverage of slow chargers in the public parking lot, considering it's difficult to determine whether a user can be charged at the destination based on the coverage of slow chargers, while it is certain that a relationship exists between the coverage of slow chargers and the probability of slow charging. The slow charging time at destination i is recorded as t slow,i and the added travel range d ei is shown in Equation (25) . The maximum travel range of EVs will be updated according to Equation (26) and we continue with the trip feasibility analysis described in Section 3.3.
where d oi indicates the mileage that has been traveled from the previous charging station to the newly arrived destination. t slow,i P slow,i represents the energy recharged at destination i through slow charging and Equation (25) turns the energy recharged into the added driving range. Figure 12 explains that the charging choice and analysis of route feasibility depend on whether we consider slow charging at the destination. Figure 12a shows the situation when slow charging is not considered while Figure 12b is for the situation when slow charging is considered. From Figure 12b , we can see that the time for slowing charging at destination D 2 is t slow . The added travel range d e after charging and the maximum travel range R could be obtained via Equations (25) and (26) . With the optimization method and analysis approach proposed in Section 3, we know that the user could successfully reach destination D 3 and the trip would be a success. While in the situation Figure 12a without considering slow charging, the user cannot reach destination D 3 directly and would have to charge at charging station C 4 to continue with the journey. Figure 12 explains that the charging choice and analysis of route feasibility depend on whether we consider slow charging at the destination. Figure 12a shows the situation when slow charging is not considered while Figure 12b is for the situation when slow charging is considered. From Figure  12b , we can see that the time for slowing charging at destination D2 is tslow. The added travel range de after charging and the maximum travel range R could be obtained via Equations (25) and (26) . With the optimization method and analysis approach proposed in Section 3, we know that the user could successfully reach destination D3 and the trip would be a success. While in the situation Figure 12a without considering slow charging, the user cannot reach destination D3 directly and would have to charge at charging station C4 to continue with the journey. 
Case Study
Planning Area
The bi-level planning model proposed is applied to an area of 45 × 45 km 2 , as shown in Figure  13 . The planning area comprises of three parts: commercial area, industrial area and residential area, and includes 81 traffic nodes. For the commercial area, 20 nodes; the industrial area, 31 nodes; and 30 nodes for the residential area. It would be better to set the charging stations around the traffic nodes than on the road [22] . Therefore, in this study, all the traffic nodes are the candidate locations of the charging stations. For the actual construction, the location could be adjusted around the traffic node. The IEEE 123-node distribution test system is used as the corresponding power grid, which could be found in [45] . The maximum allowable voltage drop is 7% and over-voltage up to 5%. 
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The study parameters are shown in Table 2 . The fixed investment cost for the charging stations at different levels rated according to the number of fast chargers after sizing is shown in Table 3 [40] . Land rental cost and time cost in different areas can be found in Table 4 . 
Simulation Results Considering Only Fast Charging
Based on the travel pattern model, we obtain 113 sets of traveling data of users whose travel range exceeds the maximum travel range of EVs. In the upper model, the population size of the algorithm is set to be 100, and the iteration times is 50. The algorithm is run independently 10 times and the set with the highest success ratio is the feasible solution. Accordingly, we obtain nine sets of feasible solutions with a success ratio of 85.84%. Later, we determine the optimal routs and optimal charging strategy for each user according to Sections 3.3 and 5.1. Moreover, we adopt the hybrid method to determine the capacity of the charging stations. The charging stations are rated according to the sizing results. The nine planning schemes are shown in Table 5 , and the locations of these charging stations in the corresponding power grid are shown in Figure 14 . Based on the locations in the power grid and the capacity of charging stations, we check the grid constraints and find that only solutions 3-7 can meet the power grid constraints. After the constraint test, we are able to work out the total social cost C and the satisfaction index r of the five feasible solutions via Equations (20)- (23), The result is shown in Figure 15 , and the detailed total social cost is shown in Figure 16 . Based on the locations in the power grid and the capacity of charging stations, we check the grid constraints and find that only solutions 3-7 can meet the power grid constraints. After the constraint test, we are able to work out the total social cost C and the satisfaction index r of the five feasible solutions via Equations (20)- (23), The result is shown in Figure 15 , and the detailed total social cost is shown in Figure 16 . Based on the locations in the power grid and the capacity of charging stations, we check the grid constraints and find that only solutions 3-7 can meet the power grid constraints. After the constraint test, we are able to work out the total social cost C and the satisfaction index r of the five feasible solutions via Equations (20)- (23), The result is shown in Figure 15 , and the detailed total social cost is shown in Figure 16 . From Figure 15 , we can see that the fifth solution has an overwhelming economic benefit and social benefit. Accordingly, the fifth planning scheme is chosen as the final planning scheme. It is worth noting that there is no Pareto curve in Figure 15 , and we regard the fact that input solutions were screened in the upper model and the number of input solutions is limited as the primary reasons. Additionally, the two indicators have no stationary relationship and a multi-objective model is necessary to obtain the optimal solution. Furthermore, the situation demonstrates the good performance of the fifth solution. Although the contradiction between users and charging stations has been considered in the form of the waiting cost in the total social cost, from Figure 16 , we notice that the waiting cost of users has little influence on the total social cost while the land rental cost is an essential part of the total social cost. The siting result is shown in Figure 17 , and we can know that the charging stations are all placed in the residential area considering the cheap land rental cost. The locations of charging stations in the power grid is shown in Figure 18 .
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The traffic flows of each traffic node before the planning, (that is, the EV users adopting the shortest path) and after the planning of the fast charging stations are shown in Figure 19a ,b. From Figure 19 , we can conclude that the siting of the charging stations will greatly influence the traffic flow as it has altered the travel route of some users and brought a greater traffic flow to the charging stations. 
Simulation Results Using FCLM
FCLM is applied to the planning area for the siting of the charging stations, which means that the travel route is the shortest path and the trip is captured only if at least one charging station on the path. With the algorithm proposed, we find that the travel success ratio at the maximum traffic flow is 80.53%. In this study, we choose one planning scheme and plan to sit the charging stations at four traffic nodes: 17, 56, 66, and 52.
For this planning scheme, we adopt the method described in Section 3.3 to analyze the actual trip feasibility for each user choosing the shortest path, and the travel success ratio is obtained at 54.87%, that is, 25.66% of EV users will be captured in FCLM and their trips are assumed to be successful, while, in fact, the charging station planning scheme cannot satisfy their travel demands.
Then we consider the impact of charging stations on travel routes. We consider the possibility of detouring and re-planning the users' travel routes, and we obtain a travel success ratio of 75.22%. The result demonstrates that 25.35% of the users can complete the trip by taking a detour.
The success ratio under the above three scenarios is shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen that the above three scenarios have a great impact on the travel success ratio. Under different scenarios, The traffic flows of each traffic node before the planning, (that is, the EV users adopting the shortest path) and after the planning of the fast charging stations are shown in Figure 19a ,b. From Figure 19 , we can conclude that the siting of the charging stations will greatly influence the traffic flow as it has altered the travel route of some users and brought a greater traffic flow to the charging stations. 
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The success ratio under the above three scenarios is shown in Figure 20 . It can be seen that the above three scenarios have a great impact on the travel success ratio. Under different scenarios, planning the fast charging stations for a maximum travel success ratio will also produce different results. Scenario 1 does not consider the trip feasibility with a simple model; Scenario 2 does analyze the trip feasibility, but ignores the impact of the siting of the charging stations on the travel routes; and Scenario 3, which considers the trip feasibility and other potential travel routes, is most consistent with the actual situation. 
Simulation Results Considering Slow Charging at Destinations
Based on the slow charging probability and Equation (24), we employ the MCS to determine whether the user can slow charge at each destination and how long it will take. When the slow charging probability is 0, the result is shown as in Section 7.2. Based on the siting result of the fast charging stations in Section 7.2, under the different slow charging probabilities, we re-analyze the trip feasibility of the above-mentioned traveling data. The travel success ratios under different slow charging probabilities would be the average result of running the MCS 10 times independently, as shown in Figure 21 . From Figure 21 , we can see that the increase in the slow charging probability at the destination, that is, the increase of the slow charger coverage in the public parking lot, will lead to a proportional growth in the travel success ratio. Figure 22 shows a fitting chart showing the proportion of users who do not need to charge and the proportion of users who need to take a detour to recharge under 
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With the large-scale popularization of future EVs, EV ownership will experience a sharp increase, as will the fast charging demand. Figure 23 shows the fast charging demands under different slow charging probabilities and the different growth rates of EVs at 0%, 15%, 30%, and 50%. From Figure 23 , we can conclude that the large-scale construction of slow chargers in public parking lots would significantly reduce the fast charging demand brought by the increase of EV ownership, relieving the pressure on the fast charging stations. 
Conclusions
In this study, we propose a method in which the shortest path is the primary choice. When it cannot meet the EV user's travel demand, we suggest other paths within certain deviation, which is more consistent with the actual situation. Compared with the traditional planning approach that only considers the shortest path, the proposed method effectively increases the travel success ratio. Moreover, through the optimization method, we manage to simulate the process of users heading for charging stations and obtain the number of the EVs served at each charging station, which leads to a more reliable sizing. For the upper model, we arrange the siting of the charging stations to reach the maximum travel success ratio. For the lower model, a hybrid method based on queuing theory and the greedy algorithm is applied to the sizing of charging stations, and the impact of charging stations on the power grid is also considered. Based on two indicators, the total social cost of charging stations and the satisfaction index, we successfully obtain the optimal planning scheme after evaluating all the feasible solutions.
The simulation result verifies the feasibility and rationality of the proposed model, as well as the impact of the siting of the charging stations on travel routes. The FCLM is also applied to the siting of the planning area and the travel success ratio is 80.53% at the maximum flow captured. Based on the FCLM siting result, we take into consideration the trip feasibility and re-evaluate whether EV users could finish their trip successfully. From the evaluation, we obtain a travel success ratio of 54.87%, far below 80.53%, which proves that FCLM is too simple to be consistent with the actual situation. Additionally, we also consider that the co-existence of multiple travel routes are available, which leads to a travel success ratio of 75.22%, indicating that the siting of the charging stations will significantly influence users' travel routes and the travel success ratio. Furthermore, based on the same aim of reaching the maximum success ratio, the planning results vary under different situations.
In addition, we study the impact of slow charger coverage in the public parking lot on the fast charging demand and EV users. The result concludes that the higher the slow charger coverage achieves, the lower the fast charging demand is, along with the higher the travel success ratio, which will greatly improve the user's experience. The combination of slow chargers and fast charging stations can effectively make up for the limited maximum travel range of EVs compared to fuel vehicles, which will facilitate the popularization of EVs. With the increase of EVs, the fast charging demand will also raise sharply. In this study, we focus on the fast charging demand of EVs under different growth rates of EVs and different coverage rates of the slow chargers, conclude that large-scale construction of slow chargers in the public parking lot can effectively reduce the charging pressure on the fast charging stations that is brought about by the increase in the number of EVs.
We mainly study the siting and sizing of the fast charging stations, and conduct preliminary research on the impact of slow charger coverage on the travel pattern of EV users and the rapid charging demand in public parking lot. Future research will center on the overall planning and research of the multiple charging modes of EVs. 
